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Introduction 
This guide is intended for extension specialists and teachers interested in maintenance 

and display of insects and other arthropods for educational purposes in Florida. It 

should be used in conjunction with other entomology curriculum and is relevant and 

accessible to all age groups although the amount of teacher involvement will vary 

accordingly.  Few illustrations are more effective for the entomology classroom than 

live insect display, and this document details the entire process of maintaining such 

displays.  

 

Legal Considerations: Non-native arthropods  
Florida Statute 581.083 regulates the importation or possession of exotic invertebrates 

in Florida. In practice, this means that importation or possession of exotic insects is 

regulated by the FDACS
1
. As such, many large showy insects (such as Hissing 

Cockroaches) that are suitable for live classroom display are not legally available in 

Florida. This is no barrier, however, to the capture and display of native insects and 

spiders. Florida has a rich insect fauna that can be found through much of the year, 

making it easy to collect interesting display insects. Species of conservation concern 

may be protected by law. For more information see Rare and Endangered Biota of 

Florida Vol. IV. Invertebrates by M. Deyrup, R. Franz. 

 

General Care 
Proper care of captive insects and other arthropods is essential to maintain their 

health and appearance as well as demonstrate to children the proper care of pets or 

specimens. Unfortunately, many species lack proper husbandry resources because 

those species have never been reared. The best advice is to infer an insect’s 

appropriate living condition from its natural situation. Was the insect found associated 

with a particular plant? Is it active in the day or the night? Is the family known to be 

predatory or have predatory species?  Climbing insects such as mantids, walkingsticks, 

and grasshoppers do well in vertically-oriented cages with some vegetation or sticks to 

climb on. Ground dwelling insects appreciate a substrate where they can dig, as well 

as have some hiding places fashioned from cardboard or leaves.  

 

Food and water 
If commercial foodstuffs are provided to captive insects, a few general 

considerations are worth mentioning. First, food should be maintained in a fresh state 

unless the species is one that prefers rotting food. Uneaten food should be removed 

regularly. If fruits or vegetables are provided, try to use organically-grown or 

pesticide-free. Needless to say, pesticides can be dangerous for captive invertebrates. 
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The live insect rearing publication is designed to provide presenters the opportunity to enrich their educational 

presentations with the addition of live insects as visual aids. This guide gives full descriptions of habitat preference, 

identification, capture techniques and care tips for several different insects native to Florida. 

Introduction
The outreach program at the University of Florida Entomology and Nematology department was 

created with the goal of making general entomology more accessible to children and adults of the 

community. Originally focused on elementary education, the outreach program has now broadened its 

educational boundaries to accommodate 4-H events, state wide fairs, boy and girl scout events and 

corporate safety seminars. Over just the past two years, the University of Florida Outreach Program has 

had the privilege of educating over 3,000 adults and children, administering more than 20 guided 

department tours, and has conducted over 60 educational presentations statewide.

Through continuous years of success, the outreach program’s demand has finally begun to exceed 

its availability. In response, anew educational package has been developed that better facilitates the 

increasing demand in this area. This new outreach package consists of four main sections, each focusing 

on a different aspect of general entomology based education. The first section, The Presentation, consists 

of a 30-slide PowerPoint presentation along with an accompanying detailed six page script which offers 

a detailed explanation of each slide. The second section, Live Insect Rearing, is a 13 page EDIS 

publication outlining the capture and care of several different native Florida insects ideal for use in 

classroom settings. The third section of the package, Antlions!, is a tri-fold instructional take-home 

pamphlet, describing, step-by-step, how children can capture and care for antlion’s at home. The fourth 

and final section of the package is the References section. This EDIS publication offers several outside 

resources for children and adults to learn more about topics surrounding entomology, including contacts 

for their local extension departments (http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/publications.html). 

Presentation
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Introduction 
 

This document is a general overview of insects, their importance, and their biology. It is 

designed as an aid to elementary school curriculum, Grades 1-3, although it can apply to 

older or younger children as well.   

 

Insects are important and interesting; they are the most successful group of all the animals. 

They are related to spiders, crabs, scorpions and other Arthropods, but one thing about them 

is different—they have wings. 

 

[moth_wings.jpg] 
Notice the wings on this moth. 

 

 The insects are the only class of arthropods that have developed wings. They are also the 

only animals other than birds and bats to have powered flight.  

 

Body Parts 
 

[robberfly.jpg] 
The robberfly is a fly that hunts other insects for food. 

 

By observing the picture of the robberfly, it is easy to see the three body parts that make up 

an insect. The first region is the head. Insect heads have all the features of human heads, 

with a few extras too. The second part of the insect is the thorax. It is important for getting 

around as the legs and wings attach to the body at the thorax. Finally, the third body part is 

the abdomen, a multipurpose part that has different uses in different insects.  

 

[insectparts.jpg] 
Take another look at the robberfly, and notice its three body parts. 

 

Head 

The head has three main parts: the eyes, the antennae, and the mouthparts. 

 

[thehead.jpg] 

 

First, notice the large eyes of the insect.  The eyes of an insect are called compound eyes.  

The reason for this is that the eye is made up of hundreds of tiny facets called ommatidia. 

 

[eyes.jpg] 
Look at the  compound eyes on this insect. 

 

One may assume that an insect looking at a flower would see hundreds of little flowers, but 

this fly sees only one flower. The brain of the insect creates an image out of all the 

information from the separate ommatidia.  

The presentation consists of a 30-slide PowerPoint presentation as well as an accompanying six 

page script. The PowerPoint slideshow can be altered to fit any time frame, and can be easily modified to 

fulfill the educational requirements of multiple age groups ranging from preschool through high school 

classes. The accompanying script is designed to allow anyone, regardless of entomological background, 

the opportunity to give a fulfilling presentation on the topic of general entomology. This script gives a 

detailed walk-through of each slide, including suggestions of fun facts and trivia questions to supplement 

existing educational materials.

Live Insect Rearing!

Cat Traylor

Antlions!

The antlion tri-fold EDIS publication was designed to give individuals an easy, inexpensive opportunity to rear 

their own insects at home. Antlions are easy to locate, durable and hearty eaters that make excellent learning tools. 

These insects provide the visual stimulation and education that all ages can enjoy while learning about the amazing 

lifecycle of holometabolistic insects. 

The resources section is meant to offer additional sources of information for children and adults to learn more 

or to answer questions about topics surrounding entomology. The list of resources includes eight literature sources, 

eleven educational websites and one movie title. Information found within these resources includes general 

entomology facts and trivia, safety information and regulations concerning several dangerous insects, and contact 

information for local extension offices and entomological organizations. 

Resources


